Measures of quality of service (QoS) must correlate to end-user experience. For multimedia services, these metrics should focus on the phenomena that are observable by the end-user. Metrics such as delay and loss may have little direct meaning to the end-user because knowledge of specific coding and/or adaptive techniques is required to translate delay and loss to the user-perceived performance. Impairment events, as defined in this paper, are observable by the end-users independent of coding, adaptive playout or packet loss concealment techniques employed by their multimedia applications. Time between impairments and duration of impairments are metrics that are easily understandable by a network user. Methods to detect these impairment events using end-to-end measurements are developed here. In addition, techniques to identify Layer 2 route changes and congestion events using end-to-end measurements are also developed. These are useful in determining what caused the impairments. End-to-end measurements were conducted for about 26 days on 9 different node pairs to evaluate the developed techniques. Impairments occurred at a high rate on the two paths on which congestion events were detected. On these two paths, congestion occurred for 6-8 hours during the day on weekdays. Impairments caused by route changes were rare but lasted for several minutes.
INTRODUCTION
Effective quality of service (QoS) metrics must relate to end-user experience. For real-time multimedia (RTM) services these metrics should focus on phenomena that are observable by the end-user. In this paper methods are developed to predict network events that are observable by end-users independent of coding, adaptive playout or packet loss concealment (PLC) techniques that are often employed in RTM application. Long bursts of packet losses, high delays and a Contract/grant sponsor: NSF; contract/grant number: ANI-0125410 high random packet loss rate are all observable impairments. Metrics such as long term average delay, loss and jitter may have little direct meaning to end-users of rapidly changing multimedia applications because knowledge of the specific coding, adaptive playout and PLC techniques is required to translate delay and loss into the user-perceived performance. A user-perceived impairment event as defined here will impact the customer's QoS independent of the specific coding mechanism or of attempts to mask and/or adaptively compensate for its effects. The QoS metric, that is a rate of user-perceived impairment events, is easily understood by end-users and captures the network performance that is observable by network customers. Impairments arise from a variety of phenomena including long bursts of packet losses, random packet losses and high delays.
Long bursts of packet losses are known to be present in the Internet [1] [2] [3] . While loss concealment and channel coding techniques can improve overall performance in some cases, long sequences of packet losses causes a significant impairment. For example, when using the G.723.1 recommendation for compressed voice over IP networks (VoIP), only slight static and clipping result from one-to-four consecutive packet losses. However longer bursts of packet losses will significantly degrade the QoS delivered to the user. PLC and channel coding techniques attempt to hide the impact of a small number of losses. However, these techniques do not work when a large number of consecutive VoIP packets are lost. Thus, an impairment event occurs when a large number of consecutive packets are lost.
While long bursts of losses definitely cause user-perceived impairments, perceived quality also drops as random loss rate increases [4] . The minimum loss rate at which perceived quality becomes unacceptable for a majority of the users depends on the coding and loss concealment technique in use. For VoIP, mean opinion score (MOS) is a widely used metric to rate the quality of voice calls. MOS ranges from 0 to 5, with 5 being the best possible and 0 being the worst. A MOS smaller than 3.6 is considered unacceptable. Independent of the coding technique in use, MOS drops below 3.6 when random loss rate exceeds about 10% [5] . For RTM applications, channel coding is typically used in terms of block codes [6] . Specifically, for video streams a block code (e.g. Tornado code) is applied to a segment of k packets to generate an n packet block, where n > k: The channel encoder places k packets in a group and creates additional packets from them so that the total number of packets is n: This group of packets is transmitted to the receiver, which receives K packets (n À K packets are lost). To perfectly recover a segment, a user must receive at least k packets (i.e. K5k) in the n packet block. If more than n À k packets are lost then channel coding cannot recover any portion of the original segment. Some video coders adaptively increase n À k when the packet loss rate is high. However, n À k cannot be made arbitrarily large because coding delay and required capacity also increase with an increase in n: Moreover, many transport protocols decrease the rate when packet loss rate increases (to avoid congestion collapse) [7] . In our work, if the random packet loss rate is greater than some fixed threshold, then an impairment event is determined to have occurred.
High delays can also cause user-perceived impairments. A mouth-to-ear delay less than 150 ms is considered acceptable for most VoIP [8] applications. However, if the mouth-to-ear delay is greater than 400 ms; then most end-users are dissatisfied with the service. For multiplayer interactive network games, end-to-end delays greater than 200 ms are 'noticeable' and 'annoying' to end-users [9] [10] [11] . While end-users of sports and real-time strategy games are more tolerant to latency, even modest delays of 75-100 ms are noticeable in first person shooter and car racing games [9, 10] . RTM applications employ playout delay buffers at the receiver to compensate for network jitter. When the jitter is very high, a large playout buffer is needed to avoid excessive packet losses due to late arrivals. Playout buffer delay however is added to the total delay (e.g. mouth-to-ear delay for VoIP). Thus, when the network jitter is high, playout delay buffer size is increased at the cost of increased total delay. In addition to the playout delay, source/channel coding/decoding delays also contribute to the total delay. In this work, when the sum of mean estimated one-way delay and playout buffer delay are greater than some threshold delay (such that interactivity is impacted), then an impairment event is inferred.
Impairment events can be caused by congestion or route changes. Congestion is a state of sustained network overload, where demand for resources exceeds the supply for an extended period of time. A congestion event may cause a number of consecutive packet losses. Congestion may also cause the random packet loss rate, mean delay and variation of delay to increase significantly, thus resulting in impairment events. However, congestion may not be sufficiently severe to cause an impairment. Congestion detection is needed to investigate the characteristics of impairment events that occur during congestion.
Route changes can also cause impairments (long bursts of lost packets). Route changes can be caused by router or link failures or when a failed component recovers from a failure. Failures are often followed by a service disruption that lasts from a few seconds to a few minutes while routing protocols converge to the new route [12] [13] [14] . Restoration at Layer 2 is usually faster than restoration at Layer 3 [15] . Layer 3 route changes can be detected at the end node from IP time to live (TTL) and traceroute changes (if intermediate network elements allow), whereas Layer 2 route changes are more difficult to detect. Thus, in some cases Layer 3 route changes can be explicitly detected while Layer 2 route changes must be indirectly inferred. A new algorithm is proposed here to detect Layer 2 route changes. Note that even though route changes do not always cause an impairment, route change detection is needed to investigate the correlation between route changes and impairments and to segregate appropriately the observations, e.g. round trip times (RTTs) into statistically homogenous regions (see Reference [16] ).
In several measurement studies, end-to-end measurements have been used to detect failures or degradation events [5, [17] [18] [19] . In Reference [17] , the authors discussed how non-intrusive active measurements were being used by Internet service providers (ISPs) to detect and identify faults from an operational perspective. Characteristics of degradations were studied in Reference [18] using end-to-end measurements. Methods to predict degradations were also discussed in Reference [18] . However, degradations in Reference [18] were simply defined to be significant deviations of RTTs. In Reference [5] a method was developed to assess quality of VoIP calls given end-to-end delays and loss data. End-to-end measurements were also collected over the Internet and used to estimate the VoIP call MOS. In Reference [19] , the authors reported measurements of packet loss probability and outage characteristics. To our knowledge, there is no published work on the prediction of impairment events simultaneously for a wide class of end-users of RTM applications.
In this paper, end-to-end measurements are collected to identify good and bad regions (periods of time). A bad region is one in which it is predicted that a RTM application user would observe a noticeable impairment independent of the type of adaptive/coding technique or PLC technique in use. While subjective user tests were not performed, the inference of performance degradation is supported by other published subjective tests [5, 9, 10, 20] . In this work noticeable impairments (applicable to RTM services) occur when the end-to-end connection is in one or more of the following states: burst loss, high random loss, disconnected and delay impairment. In addition to these states, two other connection states are defined: congested and route change. New methods are proposed to identify each of these states given packet losses, TTLs, measurements of RTTs and traceroutes. Conventional techniques are used for some measurements, but new techniques are also developed for detecting Layer 2 route changes (based on RTT measurements) and for detecting congestion (based on queuing theory and decision theory). The duration and rate of impairments from measurements over the Internet are also reported. End-to-end measurements were collected over 9 different node pairs for about 26 days using the Planet-Lab infrastructure [21] . The results indicate that while on some paths impairment events are rare, on others they occur at a high rate. The paths on which they occur at a high rate are determined to be congested. The measurements also reveal a correlation between Layer 3 route changes and impairments. Details of the measurement program are discussed in Section 2. In Section 3 algorithms are presented that determine connection state from packet losses, TTL, RTT and traceroute measurements. Procedures to detect congestion and route changes are developed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. Results from Internet measurements are presented in Section 4.
MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY
End-to-end active measurements were collected using the Planet-Lab [22] infrastructure. The measurement program used here is based on the client-server model. The client periodically sends user datagram protocol (UDP) packets to the server. On receiving a UDP packet from the client, the server records its sequence number and value stored in the TTL field of the IP header. It then generates a new UDP packet with the same sequence number as the sequence number of the incoming packet and sends it to the client. On receiving this packet, the client calculates the RTT and stores it along with the sequence number. It also records the value stored in the TTL field of the incoming packet. If the client does not receive a reply within t l seconds (see Reference [21] ) of sending a packet to the server, then that packet is considered lost. Optionally, the client can also be configured to send an Internet control message protocol (ICMP) packet to the server using ping every time it sends a UDP packet to the server. In that case, the RTTs returned by ping are stored in addition to RTTs calculated by the program using UDP packets. This option was enabled for the measurements because it was observed that RTT measurements using ping were less prone to end node operating system delay effects compared to RTT measurements using UDP. The probing rate changes are based on network conditions (for details see Reference [21] ).
CONNECTION STATES
RTT measurements, packet losses, TTLs and traceroutes are used to determine the state of the connection. At any given time, the end-to-end connection is either in one or more of the states discussed in this section, or it is in the normal state. Congested and route change states are discussed first, followed by burst loss, disconnect, high random loss and delay impairment states. An observable impairment is inferred when the connection is in one or more of the states: burst loss, disconnect, high random loss and delay impairment. Since, not all route changes cause packet losses and since congestion may not be severe enough to cause an impairment, these two states are not considered impairment states. But congestion and route changes may cause one or more of the impairment states to occur. 
Congested state
A queue is defined to be congested when the arrival rate of packets into the queue exceeds the service rate for an extended period of time. When one or more queues in the end-to-end connection are congested, the connection is in a congested state. It is well known that as the load increases, the mean and the variance of waiting times in queue increase. Specifically, for an M=M=1 queuing system [23] , the mean and the variance of waiting times in queue are given by
where l is the arrival rate, m service rate and r ¼ l=m is the load. Let the ratio Z ¼ s W =M W (Z is the coefficient of variation). Simplifying for Z; it follows that
Solving for r; there is the equality
Thus, given a set of waiting time samples from an M=M=1 queue, r can be estimated using the above equation. Clearly, real-world router queues are not accurately modelled as M=M=1 queues. Moreover, waiting time samples from each individual queue along an end-to-end connection are not observable at the end nodes. However, Equation (1) suggests a decision variable that should be correlated to the congestion along an end-to-end path. The pseudowaiting times are extracted from the RTT samples and used to estimate the value of the decision variable * r: Let RTT i be the ith RTT sample in ms, then the pseudo-waiting time w i is given by
where MinRTT is the minimum of all RTT samples collected on the current route. Thus, if j and k are sequence numbers where route change events nearest to sequence number i occurred (route change detection is discussed later) and j5i5k; then
However, the minimum RTT of the current route computed using the above procedure is not always accurate because of the timing issues on Planet-lab nodes [24] . Apparently, the minimum RTT drops to a very low value momentarily during network time protocol (NTP) resynchronization events. To remove these minimum RTT outliers caused by timing mechanisms, all RTT samples are removed that have a value less than a 1 percentile value of RTT samples from the current route. The minimum RTT is then computed using the remaining RTT samples.
The mean and the standard deviation of the waiting times are estimated over a window of cWindow samples.
Then, the decision variable * r i is formed by
where
RTTs that are collected over a period of one day are shown along with the decision variable * r in Figure 1 (a). For a period of about 7-8 hours during the day, RTT is much longer than the mean RTT of 15 ms: Variation of RTTs and packet loss rate also increase substantially during 
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this period. Possibly, one of the router queues in the end-to-end connection is congested. It is clear from this figure that the decision variable * r is correlated with congestion as * r is higher during the congestion event.
At first, it might seem that choosing a constant threshold r T and checking for the condition * r i > r T is sufficient to detect congestion. But this method results in many false positives as * r is high not only during congestion but also when queues in the end-to-end path are very lightly loaded. This is illustrated in Figure 1 (b) where RTTs are almost the same. Mean and standard deviation of waiting times are close to zero. However, the decision variable * r has a value close to 1 for a significant portion of the trace. This happens because when the queues in the end-to-end path are very lightly loaded, waiting times w are close to 0. In that case, the variation in delay is small (e.g. from processing delays in routers, Ethernet contention delays, etc.). Thus, often * s is less than * M; i.e. the ratio * Z is less than 1 and as a result * r is greater than 1. Therefore, to remove the false positives two more conditions are checked. First, false positives occur when the mean waiting time is small. Thus, if * M i 5M T (e.g. M T ¼ 5 ms) then the event is a false positive. Second, during congestion when arrival rate exceeds service rate for an extended period of time, packet losses are observed. Let * L i be the observed percentage packet loss, i.e. Figure 2 illustrates a congestion event detected using the above procedure with cWindow set to 160 samples and r T set to 0.75. 
Route change state
Route changes are usually caused by router or link failures or when the failed component recovers from an outage. Failures are followed by a service disruption that lasts from a few seconds to a few minutes while routing protocols converge to the new route. When the failed network component recovers from the failure, routers in the new route can instantly switch packet forwarding to the old route. Thus, there is not always a perceived impairment when network components recover from failures. In most cases, Layer 3 route changes can be detected at the end node using traceroutes and the TTL field in the IP header. However, not all route changes are visible at Layer 3. Route changes that occur at Layer 2 (from e.g. SONET, ATM) may be detected when minimum RTT of the new route is significantly different from minimum RTT of the old route. Also note that in some cases Layer 3 route changes are not directly visible at the end nodes because some routers are configured not to respond to traceroute messages.
3.2.1. Layer 3 route change. The measurement program periodically performs a traceroute, e.g. once every 15 min. If the route returned by current traceroute is not the same as the route returned by the previous traceroute then the route changed. Also, the program records the value in the TTL field of each arriving probe packet. If the TTL value of an arriving packet is different from the TTL value of a packet that arrived immediately before the current packet, then it is inferred that there has been a Layer 3 route change. Since probe packets are sent at a higher rate than traceroute measurements are performed, route changes are detected faster using the TTL change method. However, not all route changes cause a TTL change (e.g. when the new route has same number of hops as the old route). Figure 3 shows the graph of RTTs observed on 12 August, 2004 between planet2.berkeley.interl-research.net and planet2.pittsburgh.intel-research.net. The minimum RTT increases from 68 to 75 ms initially and then subsequently decreases to 68 ms: Neither the TTLs nor the routes returned by traceroute changed during this period. Thus, it can be inferred that there was a Layer 2 route change. The algorithm that follows detects such Layer 2 route changes from the RTT pattern under certain conditions. First, RTTs are grouped into non-overlapping windows and minimum RTT of each window is calculated. The minimum RTT of the most recent window is then compared to minimum RTTs of previous windows to answer two questions. First, is the utilization of queues low enough for the Layer 2 route change detection algorithm to work (see Figure 4 (a))? If the answer to the first question is yes, then second, has the minimum RTT changed? A change in the minimum RTT is either due to a route change or due to random delays possibly arising from queuing (see Figure 4(b) ). When the minimum RTT changes, the algorithm tries to determine whether or not it was caused by a route change.
Layer 2 route change.
Minimum RTT is computed as follows. W is the route change window size, e.g. W ¼ 40 samples. i is the sequence number of the most recent RTT sample. S i is the set of W sequence numbers, occurred at sequence number j ðj5iÞ; then numPrevWindows i ¼ bði À j þ 1Þ=Wc . prevMins i is the set of minimum RTTs of previous numPrevWindows i À 1 windows, i.e. prevMins i ¼ fmin½RTT S iÀW ; min½RTT S iÀ2W ; . . . ; min½RTT S iÀðnumPrevWindowsÀ1ÞW g: The first step in the process is to compare the minimum RTT of the current window to minimum RTTs of previous windows to determine whether or not variation in RTTs is low enough for Layer 2 route changes to be detected. Figure 4 (a) illustrates the case where delay variation is high and Layer 2 route changes cannot be reliably inferred from the observations.
where FixedDelay k is the sum of fixed propagation and transmission delays, VariableQueuingDelay k is the sum of all queuing delays experienced by packet k and VariableOtherDelays k is the sum of all other variable delays (e.g. link layer contention delay). It is assumed that VariableOtherDelays k are less than e (e.g. e ¼ 0:5 ms) [25] . If all queues in the end-to-end path have low utilization, then it is likely that at least one of the W RTT probe packets experiences zero queuing (min½RTT
In that case, minimum RTTs in the set prevMins i differ from each other by an amount less than e; i.e. max½prevMins i À min½prevMins i 5e: If however, one or more queues in the end-to-end path have significant utilization then it is likely that none of the W RTT probe packets experience zero queuing (min½RTT
In that case, minimum RTTs in the set prevMins i usually have a range greater than e (max½prevMins i À min½prevMins i > e).
Thus, if std½prevMins i 5e then the delay variation is not significant and Layer 2 route changes can be detected. Otherwise one or more queues in the end-to-end path may be congested and Layer 2 route changes cannot be accurately detected using this approach. This minimum RTT change is either caused by a route change or delay variation possibly caused by queuing in a heavily loaded router queue. Figure 4 (b) illustrates minimum RTT change caused by a large delay variation. Minimum RTT changes from 74 ms to a little over 80 ms in this case. If ðmedian½RTT S i À min½RTT S i Þ5k (e.g. k ¼ 1 ms) then it is inferred that the minimum RTT change is caused by a route change. However, it is possible that there is a Layer 2 route change and one of the switches in the new route is heavily loaded. To detect that condition, examine g Â W (e.g. g ¼ 3) more RTT samples. If ðmedian½RTT S i À min½RTT S i Þ > k ms then g Â W more RTT samples are collected before it can be decided whether or not it was a route change that caused the minimum RTT change. Let n ¼ i þ ðg Â WÞ; where i is the sequence number of most recent RTT probe packet. S i:n is the set of sequence numbers from i to n; i.e. S i:n ¼ fi; i þ 1; . . . ; n À 1; ng: RTT S i:n is the set of RTT samples RTT S i:n ¼ fRTT i ; RTT iþ1 ; . . . ; RTT nÀ1 ; RTT n g: min½RTT S i:n is the minimum of all RTTs in the set RTT S i:n : If for each p; p 2 S i:n ; min½RTT S p 4ðmin½RTT S i:n þ eÞ; then it is inferred that the minimum RTT change is caused by a route change. Otherwise it is inferred that delay variation caused the minimum RTT change.
If a route change is detected, routes returned by traceroute and TTLs are compared. If neither traceroutes nor TTLs change, then it is inferred that there was a Layer 2 route change. Figure 5 illustrates Layer 2 route changes detected using the above procedure. The RTTs were collected in August 2004 between planet2.berkeley.intel-research.net and planet2.pittsburgh.intelresearch.net. While the algorithm successfully detected most of the Layer 2 route changes, it failed to detect the three marked as missed events. Note that when the first missed event occurred, very few RTT samples (less than (n þ 1Þ Â W samples) were collected since the most recent successfully detected route change. The set prevMins i should have at least n (e.g. n ¼ 3) elements before minimum RTT changes can be detected. Since, less than W RTT samples were collected in the new route before another route change occurred, and since the set prevMins was empty, this route change was not detected. For the second and third missed events, the 
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minimum RTT changed by 0:4 ms and e was set to 0:5 ms: Since the algorithm can detect route changes only when the minimum RTT changes by more than e ms, these route changes were not detected. In the measurements collected over the Internet for about 26 days on 9 different node pairs, 96 events were manually found by visual analysis of RTT data that looked like route changes. The Layer 2 route change algorithm detected 71.8% of these 96 events. The other events were not detected, either because the minimum RTT changed by a value less than e, or because after the first route change, very few RTT samples were collected in the new route before the route changed again. The algorithm also generated some false positives (detected a route change when visually we could not find any route changes). About 4% of the detected events were false positives. The minimum RTT of a path can change not only when there is a Layer 2 route change but also due to a Layer 3 route change. Thus, this algorithm for detecting Layer 2 route changes can also be used to detect Layer 3 route changes. This is useful when administrators restrict ICMP response from routers and traceroute cannot be used to detect Layer 3 route changes. For the measurements that were conducted, Layer 3 route changes detected using the RTT-based algorithm were compared with the ones detected using traceroute or TTL changes. For 38.7% of all Layer 3 route changes detected using traceroute or TTL changes, minimum RTT change was not significant (less than e ms) and hence the RTT-based algorithm did not detect these route changes. About 38.1% of the Layer 3 route changes detected using traceroute or TTL changes were either preceded by another Layer 3 route change (with less than n Â W RTT samples between the two route changes) or followed by another Layer 3 route change (with less than W RTT samples between the two route changes). These route changes were also not detected by the RTT based algorithm. We expect the proposed RTT based algorithm to detect a Layer 3 route change when there are enough RTT samples and the change in RTT is significant; in those cases the technique detected 89.7% of the route changes. The algorithm missed 10.3% of those Layer 3 route changes. Future work could lead to improvements in the algorithm to increase the probability of detecting route changes.
Burst loss state
Packet loss concealment, coding and interleaving techniques do a good job of masking audio and video effects of packet losses. But when a large number of consecutive packets are lost over several seconds, these techniques do not help. Multiple consecutive losses typically cause a noticeable impairment and then the connection is in burst loss state. Formally, when all transmitted probe packets are lost for more than x (e.g. x ¼ 6) seconds (but less than c seconds) then the connection is in the burst loss state. Congestion events [26] and route changes [14] can cause burst losses. Specifically, service disruption due to IS-IS route convergence has been reported to be at least 6:6 s [14].
Disconnected state
When all transmitted consecutive packets are lost for a very long period, then an event of a different nature (e.g. other than congestion) is directly responsible for the losses. If all transmitted probe packets are lost for c or more seconds (e.g. c ¼ 300) then the connection is defined to be in the disconnected state. Such outages can be caused by failures at the edge or in the core of the network [27] . Failures can be caused by many events, e.g. scheduled maintenance, loss of power, fiber cut, hardware failure, malicious attack, software bugs, configuration errors, etc. [13, 28, 29] . At the edge, where the end customer connects to its service provider, traffic cannot be routed around the failure and the outage persists until the problem is resolved. In the core, traffic can be routed around the failure but routing protocols take from several seconds to several minutes to converge [12] . In the meantime, routing errors occur, causing outages for the end-user.
High random loss state
While long bursts of losses definitely cause user-perceived impairments, a high random loss rate is also observable by users. PLC and interleaving techniques do a good job of masking effects of packet losses for audio and video streams as long as the random loss rate is below some threshold. Above this threshold rate, packet losses introduce audio and video impairments that cause perceived QoS to decrease to an unacceptable level. For random losses, i.e. nonconsecutive losses, let the threshold packet loss probability be t: Then, if loss probability is greater than t it can be inferred that the connection is in high random loss state.
The procedure to detect high random loss state is based on the premise that at least M (e.g. M ¼ 10) loss events are needed to obtain an acceptable estimate of loss probability [30] , i.e. for the standard deviation of the estimate for the loss probability to be on the order of (0:1 Â loss probability), approximately 10 loss events must be observed. In this algorithm, the trace is scanned for packet losses in an increasing order of sequence numbers until M loss events are found. Loss probability is then inferred from the distance between first and Mth lost packet's sequence numbers. If the first and Mth lost packets are very far apart then loss probability is low. If the losses are close to each other then loss probability is high. A threshold distance z ¼ bM=tc corresponds to loss probability t: If the difference between Mth lost packet's sequence number and first lost packet's sequence number is greater than z; then loss probability is less than t; otherwise if this difference is less than z; then loss probability is greater than t: When the loss probability is greater than z; connection is in high random loss state. The above procedure to detect high random loss state is then repeated for 2nd and ðM þ 1Þth lost packets, 3rd and ðM þ 2Þth lost packets and so on.
VoIP MOS is a function of loss probability and it decreases as random loss probability increases. It is evident from the discussion in Reference [5] that the shape of the MOS curve depends on a number of factors such as codec used, PLC technique used and whether packet losses are bursty or uniform. For most codecs and PLC techniques, MOS is below 3.6 when random loss probability is greater than 0.1 (see Reference [5] ). MOS below 3.6 is considered unacceptable. Three values of t are evaluated here: t ¼ 0:05; 0:1 and 0.15.
Delay impairment state
Most real-time applications experience transparent interactivity when the latency is less than some threshold. High delays can be noticeable and annoying to end-users of RTM applications. In VoIP the mouth-to-ear delay is the sum of coding/decoding delay, network delay and delay in dejitter/playout buffer. Coding delay depends on the type of coding technique in use and dejitter buffer delay depends on playout technique in use and on the network jitter. When the jitter is very high, a large playout buffer is needed to avoid excessive packet losses due to late arrivals. Thus, when the network jitter is high, playout delay buffer size is increased at the cost of increased mouth-to-ear delay. When the sum of mean one-way delay and dejitter buffer delay is greater than some threshold delay, then the interactivity is severely impacted and the connection is defined to be in delay impairment state. 
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Adaptive playout delay techniques attempt to minimize the playout delay while avoiding excessive packet loss due to late arrival of packets at the receiver [31, 32] . Given the observable RTT data, an estimate is made of the minimum playout delay buffer size that is needed to avoid excessive packet losses. Most adaptive playout schemes will likely have a playout buffer that is larger than this minimum. Since RTT measurements and not one-way delay measurements are collected, it is necessary to first form the one-way delays. Round trip propagation delay is simply the minimum RTT of the current route or MinRTT (more details in the discussion of congested state). A simplifying assumption is made that the forward and the reverse paths are symmetric and the one-way propagation delay is one half MinRTT. Subtracting one-way propagation delay from RTTs gives an approximation for the one-way delays. As is evident, simplifying assumptions are used to form one-way delays from RTTs, however if one-way delays are available the procedure discussed below to estimate minimum playout delay can be applied directly.
Let the one-way delay estimate for RTT i be OWD i and let jWindow be the window size (e.g. 160 samples). Then, M O i is the sample mean of all one-way delay samples in a window of jWindow samples and S O i is the sample standard deviation, i.e.
is one possible estimate of the minimum playout delay that is needed to avoid excessive packet losses due to late arrivals. Most playout schemes will likely have a playout delay greater than this minimum. Estimated one-way delays and minimum playout delays are shown in Figure 6 . When this minimum playout delay exceeds a threshold delay (i.e.
then it is inferred that interactivity for RTM applications is impacted (regardless of the type of playout scheme really in use) and the connection is defined to be in delay impairment state. To evaluate this approach, three different thresholds for our measurements: 100, 150 and 200 ms are considered.
MEASUREMENT RESULTS
End-to-end measurements were conducted for 26 days on 9 different end-node pairs connected to the Planet-Lab infrastructure. This section discusses the characteristics of impairment events that were observed in these measurements. Paths on which congestion events were observed had a large number of high random loss and burst loss events. Congestion events were observed on two out of the nine pairs. Characteristics of these congestion events are discussed. Layer 3 route changes were observed on all the 9 pairs and Layer 2 route changes on 6 pairs. Table I lists the location of end nodes, dates and number of days on which data were collected. Node pairs for which both end nodes are within the United States are labelled DC (for domestic-commercial) since at least one of the two end nodes is a non-Internet2 node. When both end nodes are Internet2 nodes (nodes in a university or a research center), then traffic is routed through Internet2 routers that have a very low load. For this reason, only pairs were used for which at least one node is a non-Internet2 node. Node pairs labelled I (International) have either one or both end nodes outside the United States. There are 21 days of data for node pairs DC1 and I2, 24 days for DC2 and 26 days for the remaining node pairs. Statistics of all detected impairment events are listed in Table II . Rate of impairments is higher for DC1 and DC2 than for the rest of the pairs. For DC1 and DC2, impairment events occur at an average of once every five hours or less. For all other pairs except I1, mean time between events is more than 60 h: Mean duration of impairment events that occur in DC1 and DC2 is also longer than the mean duration of events in other paths. Mean duration of events for DC1 and DC2 ranges from 35 to 92:5 min; while the mean duration of impairments for the other sites ranges from 4 to 28 min: No impairments were observed on I4. Mean duration of impairment events for all sites combined is 40 min and mean time between impairment events is 9:8 h: Table III lists the observed mean number of burst loss events, high random loss events (loss probability > 0:05), congestion events and delay impairment (> 100 ms) events per day for each data set. Congestion and high random loss events occurred only in data sets DC1 and DC2. Mean number of burst loss events per day in DC1 and DC2 are greater than number of burst loss events in other data sets. An interesting trend is observed in both data sets DC1 and DC2. Connection state alternates between congested and normal states for 6-8 h during daytime on weekdays. This is illustrated using 1 week of data from DC1 in Figure 7 (day labels on time axes correspond to start of that day). Except for Sunday night, congestion events started at about 11 AM and lasted until 6 or 7 PM on weekdays. On this particular week, congestion events were also observed on late Sunday night and early Monday morning. Histograms of duration and time between congestion events for DC1 and DC2 are shown in Figures 8(a) and 8(b) . Mean duration of congestion is 42:6 min and mean time between congestion events is 4:4 h: For DC1 and DC2, burst loss, high random loss and high delay impairments occurred when the connection was in congested state. For DC1, delay and random loss impairments occurred for 59.2% of the time while connection was in the congested state. For DC2, impairments occurred for more than 90% of the time the connection was in the congested state. Table IV lists the impairment time during which the connection is not in the congested state. It is clear that most of the delay and high random loss impairments in DC1 and DC2 occur when the connection is in the congested state. From a total of 174 burst loss events that occurred in DC1 and DC2, 61% occurred when the connection was in the congested state. Mean time between burst loss events that occur when the connection is in the congested state is 14 min and the mean duration is 22:64 s: About 75% of all burst loss events that occur when the connection is in the congested state are less than 8 min apart and 50% are less than 2:5 min apart. Therefore impairments are more likely to occur when the connection is in the congested state as defined here.
Mean and standard deviation of duration and time between high random loss, delay impairment and congestion events are listed in Table V . These statistics were computed using data from all the 9 node pairs. But since congestion and high loss events occur only in data sets DC1 and DC2, mean and standard deviation for these events were computed using data only from data sets DC1 and DC2. Table VI lists the mean number of Layer 2 and Layer 3 route changes per day for all the data sets. The CDF of time (in hours) between Layer 3 route changes is shown in Figure 9 . About 80% of all Layer 3 route changes are less than 45 min apart and mean time between Layer 3 route changes is 7:23 h: Figure 10 shows the histogram of time (in seconds) between Layer 3 route changes. About 18% of all Layer 3 route changes are 1 s apart and about 15% are 2 s apart. These are caused by frequent route changes that occur when routers are trying to converge to a new route. Since the measurement client sent probe packets once every second on detecting a TTL change, frequency of 1 and 2 s times is high in the histogram. A histogram of time (in hours) between Layer 2 route changes is shown in Figure 11 . Time between route changes for about 40% of Layer 2 route changes is less than 3 h: Mean time between Layer 2 route changes is 58:22 h: Since route changes occur when a network component fails, they are often preceded by packet losses. About 8% of all Layer 3 route changes were preceded by burst or disconnect loss events. Mean duration of loss events that precede Layer 3 route changes is 113:5 s: This is about five were no burst or disconnect loss events preceding Layer 2 route changes reinforces the idea that Layer 2 restoration is faster than restoration at Layer 3. A histogram of duration of the loss events preceding a Layer 3 route change is shown in Figure 12 . Maximum duration for which there were packet losses before a route change event is 5:45 min: 
END-TO-END-INTERNET MEASUREMENTS
A total of seven disconnect events were observed. For five out of the seven disconnect events at least one traceroute was performed during the disconnect event. Examination of these traceroutes reveals that in all five cases the problem was in a router 3 or 4 hops from one of the end nodes. Either there was a routing loop or traceroute packets did not return from the problem router. The two disconnect events for which traceroute was not performed during the disconnect event occurred during congestion. Figure 13 illustrates one of the two events. The other disconnect event looks similar to this one. At approximately time 14:00, a disconnect event occurred. Since mean delay drops substantially after the disconnect event (and slowly starts increasing again), it seems that the disconnect event occurred due to a problem in the congested router. Although no traceroutes were performed during the disconnect event, the TTL changed for the first two packets that were sent immediately after the disconnect event.
CONCLUSION
End-users of RTM applications are likely to experience a noticeable performance degradation when the connection is in burst loss, high random loss, disconnected or delay impairment state. The contribution of this paper includes procedures to detect these impairment states using endto-end measurements. Techniques to detect Layer 2 route changes and congestion were also developed. A contribution of this work is a set of techniques that simultaneously consider multiple metrics to detect the network state. End-to-end measurements were conducted on 9 different node pairs for about 26 days to evaluate the developed techniques.
Congestion was observed on two out of the nine paths. Random loss, delay and burst loss impairments occurred for most of the 6-8 hour period during the day on weekdays when the two connections were congested. Combining observations from all nine paths, burst loss events preceded 8% of the Layer 3 route changes and lasted for a mean time of about 2 min: In contrast, burst loss events that occurred during congestion had a mean duration of only 22 s: Mean time between impairments caused by route changes was 7:23 h: To summarize, when congestion occurred, it persisted for several hours and impairments occurred at a high rate during that period. Also, impairments caused by route changes were rare but lasted for several minutes.
The primary application of this work is the definition and measurement procedure for new QoS metrics that can be used in service level agreements (SLAs). Delay and loss are commonly used QoS metrics reported as a part of the SLAs. These metrics may have little direct meaning to the end-user because knowledge of specific coding and/or adaptive techniques is required to translate delay and loss to the user-perceived performance. The impairment events defined here provide a new set of QoS metrics for real-time multimedia applications. Impairment events, as defined in this paper, are observable by the end-users independent of coding, adaptive playout or packet loss concealment techniques employed by their multimedia applications. Internet service providers can use the procedures developed in this paper to detect the impairment events within their networks. The time between impairments and duration of impairments are easy to understand QoS metrics that can be reported to the customers as a part of the SLAs. Customers can use the same procedures to verify the statistics reported in the SLAs.
The procedures developed in this paper have several other applications. Techniques to detect congestion and route changes can be used at end nodes and by the service providers to determine what caused the impairments. Overlay [33] and content delivery networks [34] may use these procedures to predict duration and recurrence of impairments. Traceroute, which is a popular tool used to detect route changes may, not always work because it requires ICMP response from routers (sometimes administrators restrict the ICMP response to prevent probing from external sources [35] ). In such cases, the algorithm developed in this paper to detect Layer 2 route changes could be used to detect Layer 3 route changes. However, this algorithm does not detect route changes when delay difference between the old and the new routes is small, when the delay variation is high or when route changes occur very closely together in time. Some applications like service mirroring, distributed games and peer-to-peer applications require an estimate of the minimum path RTT between hosts [36] . These applications can use the developed algorithm to detect route changes from RTT measurements. The minimum path RTT estimates can then be updated on detecting the route changes. Also, the tool RTTometer [36] that measures minimum RTT of the path, can incorporate RTT based route change detection to form better minimum path RTT estimates. The route change detection algorithm can also be used to segregate a sequence of RTT measurements into statistically homogenous regions [16] .
Future work will focus on developing and validating a theoretical framework for the state detection process and determining the probability of false alarms and missed events. The route change detection algorithm will also be studied in more detail and detection results validated using either simulation or emulation.
